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The entrained air velocity, mass median drop size, drop size
distribution and drop velocity of sprays falling on a given area,
and produced by a battery of impinging jets, have been related to
the· diameter of the jets, the pressure at the jets and the rate of
flow of spray to the given area. A theoretical formula has been
derived for predicting the entrained air velocity in the sprays which
agrees fairly well with the formula actually obtained. The application
of the theoretical formula to predict the entrained air velocity and
reach of sprays frcm single pressure nozzles is discussed. It was also
found that the rate of reduction in drop size with increase in pressure,
decreased as the pressure increased.
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velocity of drops in excess'of entrained
air stream

velocity of entrained air stream

root mean square ,of velocity of entrained
air stream over area B

area through which spray and its entrained
air stream passes

discharge coefficient of jets

mass median drop diameter of spray

acceleration due to gravity

percentage of drops present with diam~ter

greater than y

distance from nozzle

jet diameter

arbitrary constant in equa tien 16
"

drop size distribution factor

pressure

rate of flow per unit area receiving spray

rate of flow fran nozzle

time taken by drops to pass through distance n

velocity of drops at nozzle

exponent of' P in equation ~ 6

drop size

drop size constant·

density (0 - air, w - water)

angle of impingement of jets

cone angle of spray

viscosity of liquid

Dimensions

L
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1llJ-1 rr- 2

1',rr..-2r 1

Mr-1

T

Lrr- 1

L

L

ML-3
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* dimensionless

i dimensions such that equation 16 balances.
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THE PROPERTIES Q},I' SfRAYS FRoroCED BY BATTERIES or IMPnmL:1G JETS

by

D. J. Rasbash

INTRODUCTION

In work on the extinction of liquid fires with water spr~B (1)
an apparatus was developed for:Jroducing s~)rays of controlled properties
at a fire area 30 em diameter. During the course of' the work the
entrained air velocity, drop size. distribution and drop velocity of
many sprays produced by these bntteries ~ere measured. The results of
these me~BUl~mentshave now been analysed and related to the pressure,
the jet size and the rate of' flow at the fire area.

ElCPERDtIEHT.4L

The apparatus. and the metoods of measuring the spray properties
have been described elsewhere ~ 1) • It consisted of two batteries of
6 pairs of jets, each pair impinging at an angle of 900; these batteries
were placed 175 ern above the fire ar-ea, The number of pairs of jets in
use could also be varied by "blocking jets not required. For a given size
of jets and pressure at the batteriee,sprays with v~ring rates of flm7
to the fire area and different spray patterns at the fire area could be
obtained by varying the number- of pairs of jets used and the position of
the batteries relative to the area. In most of the tests 'carried out
wi th this battery the sprays gave an approximately even pattern at the
fire area; the results given in this p~l/er '111 refir only :f9 ~prays of
such pattern. The jet sizes used were ';64, /32,:; 64 and ;16 an,

RESULTS

ENTRAnUID AIR VELOCrry

The velocity of" the air "c~ent entrained with the spray (the
entrained ai~ velocity) was m~asured in a plane 30 em above the combustion
vessel (145 om.below the batteries). ".l,feasurements were made on 47 sprays
which had rates of' flow at the J:'ire area .between 0'4 and 6 e/!cm)2(min)
~d which were produced within pressures of 5~85·lb/in2.

A regression
velocity depended
on ithe jet size.
variance.

analysis on these r~sults showed that the entrained air
significW)tJ-y on the rate of' flow and pressure but not
Equatio~ ~ 1) accounted for 95-4 per cent of the total

•••• _( 1 )~og A" =0'327 ± 0·033K log P +~0·475·~ 0·063 leg R + 1·812

where A =' en trained air velocity (crn/s )
P = pressure (Lb/in2) .
R = rate of flow to the fire area (g cm-2. m:i.r..·· 1)

It ,was also found that the somewhat more complicated equation (2) could
accqunt for a sl~ghtly higher percentage (97'9) of the total variance•

log A =0'296 log P + 1·173 log R - 0'397 log P leg R + 1.876

Equation (1) m~ also be written in the form

• • • • • (2)

or

A =64.9rP· 327

A =10.TiP· 327

~ .. I.(;) ~

if A" is measured in ft/sec and' R in lb ft- 2. ~8c·1.

--_._------------------~~------_._---,.-

*95 per cent confidence limits· on regression coefficie!lt ..

--_._-~,---,--,_.~.,..
.:":
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MASS MEDIAN DROP SIZE I
I bu .The drop size measurements were Icarried out at the com stJ.on

vessel. Eighty-four measurements were made on sprays within the same
range or rates of flow to the fire at-ea and pressures mentioned in the
previous section Each measurement t,as based on a count of 2500 to - ,
10000 drops. A ~egressiori' analysis bn these measurements showed that -,
equation (4) accounted for 94· 5 per pent of the total variance.

, I
log D =0'367 + 0'052 log J - 0.646 log P + 0·110 (log p)2 +

,- 0.140 log R+ 00160 ' ..... (4)
I

DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION

=
where D

J
= mass mecian 'drop size (mm)

jet diameter (in. x 64).

I
!

..... (5)

I 'It was found that most of the sprays obeyed the Rosin Rarnmler law
(Equation 5) fairly well. I

I

I
2. 3 log 100..,l.L)n

G en
I ,

where G = percentage of volume of drops present as drops of diameter
greater than y I

I
y = a linear size constant:

n = a distribution factor I

The exceptions were sprays with theI lar~er jet sizes (3/64 and 1/16 in.)
at the lower pressures (5 and ,10 Ib/in. ); these sprays usually contained
a smaller, amount of very fine drops, than predicted by the Rosin Ranunler law.

The coefficient n in equatio~s (5) may be taken as representing the
homogeneity of the spray; the larger the value of n the more uniform in
drop size was the spray. !!. varied rbetween 2·0 and 3·0; the value increased
as the pressure increased and the jet size decreased, but was independent of
the rate of flow to the fire area. I

I
DROP/VELOCITY I

I,
\'y1ith twelve of the sprays an Jstimate of the drop velocity was obtained

for those drops in the spray up toI0·40rJLldiame'.;er, a'~ a point 30.em above
th~ cen1;:E'11 of. the fire area (2, 3)J The r-eLatzive downward velocity, ~-' of
the drops ''1:00, the entrained air stream increased as the drop size increased
as "&hovm in :b"igure 1. Within the accurecy of the estimation the rate of flow
to the ,.fire area and the pressure Fd not affect. ,the \-0.1U8 of §':r

DISCUSSION
I

ENTRAlliED Am VELOCITY I
I

Derivation of formula for entrained air vel~oitz

The entrained air velocity or! the spray arises from the transfer of
the initial momentum of the drops to the surrounding atmosphere due to
the form drag between the drops and the air. The form drag is ths:~ part
of the drag which arises from the pressure difference. between the leading
and trailing eurf'aces of t he drop and accounts for thE) major part (8,bout
90 per cE)nt) of the resistance to (he drops in their p~ssage through ~hE)

air. An estimate of the entrained, air veloci ty and an indication of the
way in which it should depend on the rate 'of flow and the pressure may be
obtained using a momentum balance. I Thus if at a horizontal plane h ft

I ' -
I

I
I

,
'; ('
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directly below a b,?ttery of impinging jet nozzles pointing downwards
there is an entrained air velocity of A,ft/sec and a rate of flow of
water of' R Lb f't- 2 sec-1, and ii' the velocity of the water drops
relative to the air stream at the plane is ,a ft/sec then the mrnnentwn
flux at the plane will be given by .. -

,"

~A2 + R(A + a) poundals/ft2

This may be equated to the sum of' (1) the momentum flux ,of the same rate
of' flow of' water at the jets and (2) the momentum flux induced by the
action of' gravity; (1) is equal to RV where V is the initial velocity
of the water spray leaving the jets in 'a direction perpendicular to the
pLane ,and (2) is equal to R gt where t is the time taken for the spray
to travel from'the jets to the plane.

Thus
. ~,

-lA2 + R(A + a) = R(V + gt) •...• (6)

In the derivation of' equation 6, skin friction at the drops is
neglected and it is asswned that all the form drag results in the transf'er
of downward momerrtum to the air stream. An approximation' to t' may be
obtained by assigning a mean velocity to the drops as they fall f'rom the
jets to the plane, equal to V + A + a; frrnn this t .may be calculated

, 2
to be 2 h • Substituting for t in equation 6 and rearranging

V7A--.;:-a
gives.

(J 1'.2 + R(A + a _ 2gh ) = RV
Jo.. V + A + a

..... (7)

B,y equating the downward momentum of' the water jets before and after
breru{ up then the expression in equation 8 may be obtained.

V = C J4. 6 gF cos ~ f't/sec, ..... (8)

Here f/.. is the angle of impingem"nt of the jets and C the
d.i.schar-ge coefficient at the jets; separate exper-imenbs showed that with
the jets used in the experiments C varied with the j"t size and pressure
between 0'75 and 0'90.

From the ipformation above it was possible 't'0 s"bct:Lt,I~;" in the factor
R(A + a - 2gh ) the required values of A, a and V for 0. number- of

V + A + a
sprays. All these substitutions showed that this factor wa~ positive and
small cc:rnpared with the corresponding value of RV (about 5)' This might
have been expected, since in"a].l the tests the value of' A H'lS also small
compared with the value 01'" V. For simplicity the s econd term may
therefore be omitted f'rom equa1;ion 8

giving

Ccmbining equation 9 and 8 and inserting the va'Lues ,~[. '.".. ~::~,.~ gj:""",-,

.r, .. "
r".'-·~
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Equation 10 is similar to equation 3a. If the second term were
not omitted from equation 7 in order to' form equat i.on 10, then the
exponent of R in equation 10 would b~ reduced to less than 0'5 and
P increased to greater than o·25 by amounts which would depend on the
values of R, P and a. Under these conditions the exponeuts in
equation 10 would appro~imate more clo~ely to those in equation 3a.

However, an examination of equatiqn 10 and 3a shows that over the
range of pressures studied, equation 10 predicts a vr.Lue for A whioh
is only 60 to 80 per cent of that given by equation 3a. Because of the
asswnptiommode in deriving equation 10 it would have been expected
equation 10 'should predict a high resu~t. There' are two reasons for
this discrepancy. Firstly equation 3a correlatys the entrained air
velocity with the rate of flow, to the fire area whereas in .equat Lon 10,
the correlation is with the rate of f16w at the place where the entrained
air velocity is measured. In the test~ described this plane was 30 'em
above the fire area and separate tests, on a few sprays showed that the
rate of flow per unit area in this plarie vms about 1'4 times the rate of
flow at the fire area. Thus to make equation 30. and "10 more £?Jmlarable
the coefficient 9·7 in equation 10 haavto be multiplied by "n.", giving
11· 5. Secondly the measurements correlated in equatd on 3a wer-e taken
at 'the centre of the spray. Measurements on tnree sprays produced at
85 Lb/in. 2,pressure and a rate of flow,of 1·6 g cm-2 min-1 showed that
when the measurements were taken nearer the edge of the spray there was
a tendency for equation 10 to predict iralues of A which were ha.gher
than the experimental values. It thus appears that air entrained at the
edge of the spray finds its way into tpe centre of the spray; the
reason for this is not fully understood.

. .

.-

\

It was also found that for a giver rate of flo,", and pressure the
entrained air velocity did not depend on the jet size, this implies that
it was independent of the drop size range covered. A variation in drop -,
size .wou Ld bring about a variation in ~he drop velocity (a) in equation 7.
It was found that for the sprays studied, the second term of equation 7,
which includes the factor a, was small in comparison with the third
term; this probably explains why jet; size did not appear' as a significant
factor in the analysis. However, if the sprays were very much coarser and
.§';. correspondingly increased then it ndght be expected that drop size would
begin to appear as a significant factor, the entrained air velocity
decreastlng with increase in drop size.' '.

Entrained air velocity in spray from a single nozzle

In view of the general agreement between ec;wl.tion 10 and 30., the
approach to equation 10 may be used tcj I'(',1<c~3 the er.'~:,aj.ned air velocity
in n spray from a single nozzle Vii th t,r,o preS-21J..'C(' and re.te of flow at the
nozz.l.o,

.... (11)

'I'hus , consider a nozzle dischargfng all i'~s wat er- ~p,'e,y and the
entrained air associated with it through all area B :JH;,-q'G~'i at some
distance from the nozzle. If the r-ate of f'Low from the nozzle is Rn
and the initial velocity of the drops 'in the direobon of' t.he area is
then the ent.r-ad.ned air velocity/at the area will be given .by

~12 ... V

\

or A

v
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It m~ be furthflr assumed that v is proportional to F Thus

..... (12)

.'

" .

1
I

V will also vary with the cone angle at the nozzle, the mean value cf
V 'decreasing as the cone angle increases. However within the range of
cone angles 0 to 900 it is unlikely that V will vary by more than .
about 20 per cent.

Relation between entrained air velocity and the reach of' a spray

The entrained air velocity of the spray is an important factor
governing the throw of a spra;y projected horizontally;, its importance
increases as the drop size of the spray is reduced. In e quatd.on 12" .fB
is the linear dimension of the area through which the spray is passiVS'
This dimension will depend on the cone angle, t1 and 1;ri" rli'3+'9n~e 1)
between the nozzle and the area; in such a wa;:; thh;L, .... S)J ',',1.:.1 increase
as h and Q increases. The actual value of ,~? wEI T'rababJ.y be
between 2 tan 110 and 2 tan § 110 being the ang.Le :J.';: ",",lc:: :: turbulent

2
jet, of air broadens. At a certain distance 11c' f'r-or, the ",07.7,1", the
entrained air velocity may be reduced by broadening of the,r:pray to that
value Ao, which alloWs the drops to fallout or the spray 'c'-' be
dissipated in the wind conditions prevailing; 'ho will then represent
the reach of the spray, It follows that

%o· 5 pJ' ~5 "

. BoO. 5

and writing

..... (14)

\,

Th:i,; equation~ be compared with a regr(;e":!"T.. "'1ulltion on the,
I, \

throw of sprays obtained by Thomas and "ma:!" \.,;

, %°.36.:. 0·00 pJ.2d i. '~'~j;,
h = 0'68 ..... (15)

o ( tan e /4)o- ') ( .:!:. u· 1 tJ

\,L< ::'s' measured 'in gal/min, P in lb/ir,2, oS l'G c:''',,;.:,,:ecr c.:',:1 he :;",1 ft).

It will be noted that the exponent of'rate of now in ,,}quation 15 is
somewhat smaller than that in equation 14, and that 'JJ:' the pressure is
approximately the same. The ratio of the exponents cf rate of flow and
pressure in equation 15 is not incompatible with the value of 2 predicted
by equation 14. Equation 14 may therefore be regarded as giving an
alternative approach for determining the way the rate of flow (rom the
nozzle and the pressure at the nozzle might influence the re~ch of fine
spra;ys from Bingle nozzles, although it may cause an overes;timation of
the effect of rat~ of flow. '

DROP SIZE

An important feature of equation 4 is tlJU;' '[.:";,'3 "i'I'e,,'" ,,2 do j?rt>ssure
increase in reducing the drop size decreases as' the pressure is increased,
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..... (17)

of the pressure bya f'unct.i.cn
I

Thus if the drop size is expressed as
equation 16, I.

!
D = Kp-x

I
(K = constant, depending on jet diameter, and rate of flow etc).

I
then the value of' x will depend on the value of P, l<'igure 2 shows x
as a function of Pj' x decreases from 0'5 to 0·2 as the pressure is
increased frOlll 5 to 100 Lb/in2• Equation 4 also shows that the rate of
flow at the fire area was a signifi6ant factor in determining the drop
size. This was probably due to coakeacence between drops from the
larger munber of' individual pairs of jets required to give the higher
rates of flow. I .

I

Fry and Smart (5) have also measured the drop :::ize of' impinging
jet sprays. The range of jet sizes; they used was from 1/;6 to 3/16 in.
and the pressure range was from 20 to 120 J.b/j.-i'·. ~';'0"c ~.d:'.srz also
varied the angle of impingement from 20 tc: 90c. Th8L- :.<m:;',: az-e not
directly comparable to those obtaaned in the ;:,r,s';:-::7 -tef:':" s·'.:·'.oc they
used single pairs of ·impinging jets, whereas the numbei. (::~ ",,~s of jets
used in the present tests varied according to uhe r;;:'.:e: c;' l'l:::w to the
fire area. However, from, the valuel of' the rate of flow coeffj.cient given
in equation 4 it was possible to apply a correction -:;0 <;he dn,J'l s~.zes

obtained in the present tests which resulted in an e:::~iIr.6:~e :Jf:;he. d:rop
size which would have been obtaine~ if only a single paic of jet~ were
vfled. These corrected.drop sizes ~e plot~ed in the dimensionle~s form
('j) against the dimensionless numbe,I- ~(the latter number is .

equivalent to half the square of t~ Re~ds number at the jets), and
results obtained by Fry and Smart for an impingement angle of 900 have
been included in the graph. All the results fall approximately on a
straight line fitting equation 17. i .

I

~
' -0'265a , 54(RJ,

J (jJ!.
However, it will also be noted that f0r a given jet size the results
fall rather on curves about the straight line than on the straight line
itself. This is due to the diminishing effect of pressure as this
factor was. increased. It would truirefore be unwise to use· the line
given in Figure 3 to predict the dtop sizes of sprAyS at high pressures
and Low jet sizes except for obtaizP,Il6 t, f:.:"st;awroximation. It will
also be 'noted that equation 17 predicts' exponent-s of' 0'47 and -0·265
for _ J a';d :E: respectively i~ compar-Lsor, w:!.'oh rW. .c,.;,ponent of J of
O. 3 7 obtained from the z-egressaon equat i.on 4 ar.d R. mean exponent of P:
of -0. 35 obtained from Figure 2. Thie is a consequence of the fact that.
these latter regression coefficients are for CO::l3tR-~'C :·C"c·~;,:.s of fJ.ow at
t:1e fire area, whereas those obtained fron; equat::.":':: ..-: ;".-" , I·c·" :D.';',es
of flow given by single pairs of ikpinging jets. There ~s evidence that
an exponent of about o· 5 for J in fairly gener-a.L, T~u::: a.i anD2ysis of
all the data of l<'ry and Smart gives the exponent of ,J B:" C· :;2.t 0018.
lloreover, Joyce has stated that fot- sprays obt8i;·,;J-J. f:'CG,,: ~,;;,~!'l Ecz.7.le.~
the drop size of the spray is approximately r;r"pnr;'ia-::;,,::, to '~he :~'l:l£T.e
root of the orifice size. Howeved the exponent f:;;: P aFc03~CS to
vary not only with P itself as mdicated abovej j;,,~ ~.::'so ,;-ith "i;he::
"actors J.'u the system Thus the da'ta 0" Fry o"J ~--"..~ "~A" ,,~,. '''d'; -"'+e.L •. ,.'. • c. ,. ..,1:.~. '" _.,J .'U :.\ ...

f:. eignificant overall effect of pr-easuz-e altb';g1:: ':he:f 'r,i':'."r'·~~ :'
significant impir16ement angle - pr~ssure interaction. At ;;.mpingen:.;,,~,·i;
angles of 900 and 700 an increase in pressure decrl7,c·snd tl:G rlrOr; 8:'_'-'0
t·.lt at lower impingement angles an: increase b prc::l~'-tre. ic" .;''1:r c:Jj,::g ,
increased the drop size.

I
I
I
I
I
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